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MULTIPLICITY AND DEGREE RELATIVE TO A SET
VINCENT GRANDJEAN ANDMARIA MICHALSKA
Abstract. The multiplicity (resp. degree) of a function f relative to a semianalytic sub-
set S of Rn is the greatest (resp. smallest) exponent among numbers j such that the in-
equality |f (x)| ≤ C‖x‖j holds on S near 0 (resp. near∞) for some constant C. We show that
there exists a family of curves {Γd }d∈N determined only by the set such that the relative
multiplicity of any polynomial of degree d is equal to its relative multiplicity with respect
to Γd . Moreover, a semianalytic family (St )t∈Rm of sets given by inequalities fi+tigi ≥ 0 for
i = 1, . . . ,m admits a stratification of the parameter spaceRm such that on each component
of the top-dimensional stratum the relative multiplicity function on On does not change.
Analogous results, assuming the data are algebraic, hold in the relative degree case.
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Introduction and statement of main results
The degree of real polynomial function is a rough, though simple, measure of its asymp-
totic behavior at infinity. Given an unbounded set S in Rn the degree of a polynomial f
relative to the set S is defined exactly in the same way
degS f := min
{
d ∈Z≥ : |f (x)| ≤ C‖x‖
d on S \K for some compact K and constant C
}
.
In [MN14] it is shown that the associated grading on the polynomial ring determines
solvability of the moment problem on noncompact sets as well as existence of degree
bounds in Positivstellensätze, compare [Sch03]. In general, it is difficult to decide
whether the modules Bq(S) of polynomials with relative degree not greater than q are of
finite type over the algebra B0(S) of bounded polynomials, compare for instance [PS16].
Therefore, in view of applications, it seems vital to provide effectivemethods to compute
the relative degree. This is primary motivation of our results on constructive calculation
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of relative degree in Theorem 1 and its invariance under change of parameters in Theo-
rem 2.
The inversion of Rn, taking infinity to the origin, localizes at a point the phenomena
occurring at infinity. From this point of view, the degree of a polynomial is local data
at infinity about the function. Therefore, relative degree is treated in this paper as a
special case of multiplicity of a function relative to a set, which is the greatest among
exponents w such that the function is bounded from above by ‖x‖w on the set, see Defi-
nition 1.1.
The notion of relative multiplicity is of interest on its own. Explicit computation of
relative multiplicity gives lower bounds on the local Łojasiewicz exponent of a restric-
tion as it is dual to relative multiplicity. Hence for example one could apply Theo-
rem 1 to get constructively lower bounds for the Łojasiewicz exponent near a fiber in
the sense of [RS11]. Additionally, relative multiplicity is an analytic invariant. More
precisely, we show that the set of values taken by relative multiplicity is a semi-group
contained in 1wZ≥0 for some positive integer w. Therefore, relative multiplicity pro-
vides a grading over On which is an analytic invariant for sets, see Property 3.16. In
view of Theorems 4.8 and 5.8, this provides a constructive obstruction to ambient an-
alytic triviality in families of sets. This, along with several similarities with research
of [BFGG17] or [CFKP19], suggests that relative multiplicity may be a bi-Lipschitz (pos-
sibly arc-analytic) invariant for sets.
Let us present briefly two main results in the simplest form for relative degree. First, we
show that computation of degree relative to a full-dimensional set reduces to consider-
ing a semi-algebraic family of curves depending on at most n−1 parameters. Combining
this result with Proposition 2.3, that allows to take polynomially parametrized branches,
is enough to show the following.
Theorem 1 (Curves testing relative degree). For every semialgebraic set S ⊂ Rn fat at∞
there exists a sequence of semialgebraic curves
Γ0 ⊂ Γ1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Γd ⊂ . . .
such that for every d we have
rdegS ≡ rdegΓd on Rd [X].
Moreover, the germ of Γd at infinity admits at most d ·
(n+d
d
)
·N branches each of which has
a finite parametrization t → t−oP(t), where P is a univariate polynomial of degree k. The
positive integers N , o and k depend only on the set S.
As a consequence, the computation of relative degree of a polynomial becomes in prin-
ciple a symbolic operation with finite data. Contrary to general quantifier elimination
methods, this discrete family of conditions has recursive description by adjoining con-
secutive members of a predefined analytically parametrized family, see Theorem 4.4.
We will additionally show that small changes in initial parameters of underlying set do
not affect the degree function, whenever the initial parameter is generic.
Theorem 2 (Stability of relative degree). Consider two polynomial mappings f ,g : Rn →
Rm. For t ∈Rm put
St := {f1 + t1g1 > 0, . . . , fm + tmgm > 0}.
There exists a nowhere dense semialgebraic subset Vf ,g of the parameter space Rm such that
degSt = degSs
provided s and t lie in the same connected component of Rm \ Vf ,g .
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This is shown by establishing a relation between the geometry of fibers at infinity on the
exceptional divisor of rectilinearization of the mapping (f ,g) and critical values of the
pullback of the mapping in Section 5.
The paper begins with Preliminaries where we introduce relative multiplicity and its
basic properties. In Section 2.1 we establish the tool of admissible rectilinearization and
in Section 3 continue with relevant properties of multiplicity under rectilinearization.
Section 4 is devoted to showing the existence of parametric families of arcs on which
every function attains its multiplicity. In Section 5 we study the trace of a parametrized
family of sets on the exceptional divisor. With topological means we establish a relation
of bifurcation values and fatness of sublevel sets in Theorem 5.5, allowing us to prove
Theorem 5.8. The last section is devoted to the relative degree, where we include some
consequences of interest as Theorem 6.13 that may be of use in moment problems, we
study the filtration introduced by rational relative degree on the ring of polynomials
and show in Corollary 6.17 and Example 6.18 that in multiparameter families gener-
ically one attains only a finite number of relative degree gradings but along positive
codimension strata of the parameter space the relative degree may continuously change.
We aimed to make our paper self-contained and provide explicit examples. Some of our
conclusions generalize results obtained for example in [KMS14, MN14, Mic13, PS16].
Some theorems may be of interest on their own. For instance, there is a polynomial
form of rectilinearization in Proposition 2.3; as a consequence there exist analytic fam-
ilies of polynomial arcs that lift to uniform families of arcs over the resolution space
whose set of end-points is dense on the zero divisor in Proposition 3.10; one can de-
crease complexity by means of essential components in Section 3.4; and we provide a
natural characterization of bifurcation values via sublevel sets in Theorem 5.5. We feel
that the connection between bifurcation values and stability of relative degree deserves
further investigation.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Conventions and notation. Throughout the paper regular means real analytic.
A regular mapping M 7→ N is a real analytic mapping between regular manifolds M
and N . Let OM be the sheaf of real analytic function germs on the regular manifold M .
A mapping is analytic on a subset S of M if it is analytic on an open subset of M con-
taining S. Let Op be the algebra of regular function germs over M at the point p of M .
Let Op(M,N ) be the Op-module of germs at p ∈M of regular mappings (M,p)→N . For
subsets A,S ofM , the set of analytic arcs in S with end-points in A is
LA(S) :=
{
θ ∈ O0(R,M) | θ(0) ∈ A and ∃ǫ>0 θ
(
(0,ǫ]
)
⊂ S \A
}
Let X = (X1, . . . ,Xn) and Rd [X] be the subset of the algebra R[X] of real polynomials in n
variables of polynomials of degree lower than or equal to d. A parametrization γ of an
arc is Puiseux if its every coordinate is of the form
∑∞
i=0 ai t
i/q for some some q ∈N and
convergent for 0 < t << 1. A parametrization γ of an unbounded analytic arc is called
Laurent-Puiseux, if its every coordinate is of the form
∑k
i=−∞ ai t
i/q, t >> 1 for some k ∈Z
and q ∈N. Every unbounded analytic arc has such a parametrization. Similarly as in the
case of standard Puiseux series the order ordγ of a Laurent-Puiseux series γ ∈R{t1/q , t−1}
is the infimum of i/q such that ai , 0, and the degree degγ of γ is the maximum of i such
that ai , 0. We use convention that deg0 = −∞ = −mult0, where mult is the standard
multiplicity at 0.
We will use Euclidean topology unless stated otherwise. A set is fat if it is contained in
the closure of its interior. A set is fat/open/closed at p ∈Rn∪{∞} if its germ at the point p
is fat/open/closed. Let us denote by ∂S the boundary of S, i.e. the set S \ Int(S), and
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by A
S
and IntS (A) respectively the closure and interior of a subset A of S with respect to
the restricted Euclidean topology of S.
1.2. Multiplicity at a point with respect to a set. Throughout the rest of this section,
let S be a subset of Rn. We introduce the multiplicity at the origin relative to S of a
function germ at 0 as a measure of the asymptotic behavior of the function at 0 along S.
Definition 1.1. Let us define the multiplicity at the origin relative to the set S of a regular
function f as
multS f := inf
γ∈L0(S)
ord(f ◦γ)
ord‖γ‖
.
If 0 < S , we putmultS ≡∞.
Obviously, the interesting cases are when S accumulates at 0 and S admits an analytic
Curve Selection Lemma,in which case the following definition is equivalent.
Property 1.2. Let S be a subanalytic subset of Rn. Then for any regular f we have
multS f = sup
{
q ∈ R :
|f (x)|
‖x‖q
is bounded on S ∩B(0,ǫ) for some ǫ > 0
}
.
In this paper we will consider the relative multiplicity as a function from the space of
real analytic function germs at the origin
multS : On → R∪ {∞}
Note that the multiplicity at origin relative to a set is well-defined for arc-analytic func-
tions germs at 0 which includes meromorphic functions with indeterminacy at 0. Note
that if S = Rn, then multS is the standard multiplicity mult at the origin.
1.3. Some properties of relative multiplicity. If the ambient dimension is n = 1, then
either multS = mult or multS is constant. Therefore, only the case n ≥ 2 is of interest.
Assume that S is subanalytic.
Property 1.3. We have multS = multS . Moreover, if S is fat at the origin, then multS =
multInt(S).
Property 1.4. Multiplicity at the origin with respect to a nonempty germ of a subanalytic set
is a valuation of On/I (S). For all f ,g ∈ On we have
(1) multS : On → [0,∞] andmultS f =∞ if and only if f ≡ 0 on S
(2) multS (f g) = multS f +multSg
(3) multS (f + g) ≥min{multS f ,multSg}
Property 1.5. Let Lp(S) be the tangent link of S ⊂ Rn at p ∈ {0,∞} defined as
Lp(S) :=
{
u ∈ Sn−1 : ∃(xk )⊂S xk → p and
xk
|xk |
→ u
}
.
If L0S contains the germ at 0 of an open cone, thenmultS f =mult0f .
2. Rectilinearization
Throughout the paper we use the embedded resolution of singularities, as presented
below, and follow the language of [BM97, BM88]. For our full purposes we work in the
analytic category.
A simple normal crossing divisor (SNC) of a regular manifoldM is the co-support D of
a principal OM -ideal of finite type which is locally monomial at each point of M such
that each of its irreducible components is regular.
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2.1. Admissible rectilinearization. Let m be the maximal ideal of On. Take an ideal I
of On and X = V (I) its zero set germ at 0 in R
n.
Let σ : (M,E ∪F,E)→ ((Rn,0),X,0) be a regular proper map such that
(1) M is a regular manifold
(2) the divisor E ∪ F is SNC, write the zero divisor E = H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hr as the union of
its regular irreducible components Hi
(3) σ = πw ◦ · · · ◦ π0, where π0 is the blowing-up of the origin 0 ∈ R
n and πi are
blowing-ups with geometrically admissible centers for i = 1, . . . ,w,
(4) for any l = 1, . . . , r and point p ∈ Hi1 ∩ · · · ∩Hil \ ∪j<{i1,...,il }Hj there exists its open
neighborhood U in M and a system of coordinates (u,v) = (u1, . . . ,ul ,v1, . . . ,vn−l )
at p adapted to E such that E ∩U = {u1 = · · · = ul = 0}
(5) the ideals σ∗(m) and σ∗(I) are principal and monomial i.e. there exist integer
points µ,ν ∈Zr≥0 such that
σ∗(m) = I
µ1
H1
· · · I
µr
Hr
and σ∗(I) = I
ν1
H1
· · · I
νr
Hr
· IF
where IHi denotes the vanishing ideal of Hi in OM and IF is an ideal vanishing
only on F
(6) the exponents µ,ν ∈Zr≥ are comparable with respect to the partial ordering
µ < ν ⇐⇒ ∀i=1,...,r µi ≥ νi
We will call such an embedded resolution an admissible rectilinearization of I . If the
ideal is not specified, we assume that it is the vanishing ideal of X and speak of an X-
admissible rectilinearization.
Fact 2.1 ([Hir64, BM97]). Any germ at the origin of real analytic set admits an admissible
rectilinearization.
For functions h1, . . . ,hm ∈ On define
h :=
∏
i
hi
∏
j,k
(hj − hk).
Take an admissible rectilinearization σ of X := {h = 0}with E∪F =H1∪· · ·∪Hr . For every
i the ideal σ∗(hi ) is normal crossing, i.e.
σ∗(hi ) = I
ν i1
H1
· · · I
ν ir
Hr
for an integer point ν i ∈Zr . Moreover, by [BM88] the family of exponents {µ,ν
1, . . . ,νm}
is totally ordered by <.
If it does not lead to confusion, we will often drop the indices for Hi ,µi ,νi and write
H,µ,ν respectively.
If (E ∪F)reg is the set of regular points of E ∪F, let
Hreg =H ∩ (E ∪F)reg
be the set of regular points of E ∪ F on the component H . The nonregular points of the
exceptional divisor E ∪F are called corner points.
2.2. Polynomial admissible rectilinearization. Using the notation of the previous sub-
section, the following is instrumental to our proof of the existence of Testing Curves in
Section 4.
Fact 2.2 ([BBGM17]). There exists a nonempty Zariski-analytic open subset V of E for
which the following holds: for every component H of E there exist nonnegative integers
d1, . . . ,dn,q1, . . . ,qn such that every point p of V ∩ H admits a neighborhood U in M and
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adapted coordinates (u,v2, . . . ,vn) at p such that H ∩U = {u = 0} and the admissible rectilin-
earization σ has the following local form
σ(u,v) =
(
ud1 , ud2v2 + u
q2g2(u), . . . , u
dnvn + u
qngn(u,v2, . . . ,vn−1)
)
,(1)
where v = (v2, . . . ,vn) and gj : (U,0)→ (R,0) are real analytic.
For a polynomial map u → (σ1(u), . . . ,σn(u)) its multidegree is (degσ1, . . . ,degσn). We
have the following refinement of Fact 2.2.
Proposition 2.3 (Polynomial admissible rectilinearization). Let σ be an X-admissible
rectilinearization. There exists a nonempty Zariski-analytic open subset V of the zero divi-
sor E and for any component H there exists an integer point dH ∈ Zn such that any point
of H ∩ V has an open neighborhood U in M in which, after regular change of coordinates,
H∩U = {u = 0}, the restriction σ|U is of the form (1) and is polynomial in u with multidegree
degσ|U = dH .
Proof follows immediately from Fact 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 below.
Lemma 2.4. Let π : U → Rn be a real analytic mapping over an open neighborhood U of 0
in Rn of the form (1). There exists an analytic change of coordinates such that π remains of
the form (1) and is polynomial in u with degu πi = di and orduπi ≥min{di ,qi }.
Proof: The change of coordinates can be given explicitly as the composition of
changes (2) and (3) below. To prove the claim, first note that
πj (u,v) = u
dj vj + u
qj gj (u,v2, . . . ,vj−1)
depends only on the first j coordinates (see [BBGM17]).
We use induction. The first coordinate π1 is polynomial in u of degree d1. Assume
that there exists an analytic change of coordinates such that coordinates π1, . . . ,πj−1, are
polynomial in u.
Consider two cases. First, if dj > qj , we can write
uqj gj (u,v) = u
qj aj (u,v2, . . . ,vj−1) + u
dj bj (u,v2, . . . ,vj−1)
with bj analytic in u,v and aj polynomial in u of degree < dj−qj with coefficients analytic
in v. Let Aj :U →Uj ⊂ R
n be the following analytic change of coordinates
(2) vj → vj + bj (u,v2, . . . ,vj−1)
and identity on rest of the coordinates. Then(
πj ◦A
−1
j
)
(u,v) = udj vj + u
qj aj (u,v2, . . . ,vj−1)
is polynomial in u of degree dj , analytic in v and orduπj ≥ qj .
Secondly, if dj ≤ qj we can write
πj (u,v) = u
dj
(
vj + u
qj−dj gj (u,v2, . . . ,vj−1)
)
In this case set the analytic change of coordinates Aj as
(3) vj → vj + u
qj−dj gj (u,v2, . . . ,vj−1)
and identity on other coordinates. Then(
πj ◦A
−1
j
)
(u,v) = udj vj
is monomial with degu πj = orduπj = dj .
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In both cases for i < j we have πi ◦A
−1
j = πi and for i > j we get(
πi ◦A
−1
j
)
(u,v) = udi vi + u
qi g˜i(u,v2, . . . ,vi−1)
for some analytic function g˜i . Up to shrinking U , induction ends the proof. 
3. Multiplicities and geometry on the zero divisor
Consider a germ at the origin of an analytic set X ⊂ Rn. Take a proper regular mapping
σ : (M,E ∪ F,E) → (Rn,X,0) with E ∪ F an SNC, which is biregular between M \ (E ∪ F)
and Rn \X, E =H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hr with Hi irreducible smooth and
σ∗m = I
µ1
H1
· · · I
µr
Hr
for the maximal ideal m with µi ∈Z≥.
3.1. Auxiliary notation. For any subset A of Rn let
A∞ := σ−1 (A \X)∩E
be the set of accumulation points of A on E and
AF := σ−1 (A∩X)∩E
the set of accumulation points of A∩X in E. Both A∞ and AF are closed in the Euclidean
topology ofM and AF ⊂ E ∩F.
Let us define
E(A) := {H : H ∩A∞ , ∅, H a component of E}.
We will say that the set A intersects E quasi-openly if for any H ∈ E(A) the intersection
A∞∩H has nonempty interior inH . Equivalently, A intersects E quasi-openly if and only
if the intersection of A∞ with any component of E is either empty or Zariski-analytic
dense in this component. Note that (A\X)∞ = A∞, hence E(A) = E(A\X) and A intersects
E quasi-openly if and only if A \X intersects E quasi-openly.
Property 3.1. Let S ⊂ Rn be semianalytic and X be the Zariski-analytic closure of ∂S. Let σ
be a X-admissible rectilinearization. If S is fat at 0, then S∞ is fat in E and SF ⊂ S∞.
Proof: Observe that σ(F \E) contains X\{0}. If S is fat, the closure of the interior of S∞ is
a finite union of closures of connected components of E\F, equals S∞ and contains SF . 
3.2. Order of vanishing and relative multiplicity. When a coherent ideal factors as
I = IςH · I
′ with ς ∈ Z≥0 maximal, the exponent ς is the order of vanishing ordH I of I
on H .
Proposition 3.2. Let A ⊂ Rn, 0 ∈ A. For any function germ f ∈ On we have
multAf ≥min
{
multX∩A f , min
H∈E(A)
ordHσ
∗f
ordHσ∗m
}
.
Moreover, if {H : AF ∩H , ∅} ⊂ E(A), then
multAf ≥ min
H∈E(A)
ordHσ
∗f
ordHσ∗m
.
Equality holds (in both inequalities above) if A intersects E quasi-openly.
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Proof: Write σ∗m = I
µ1
H1
· · · I
µr
Hr
and (σ∗f ) = I
ϕ1
H1
· · · I
ϕr
Hr
· If with ϕi ∈Z≥0 maximal.
Let us cover A∞ by finitely many open neighborhoods Up ⊂M such that σ has adapted
coordinates on Up adapted to E at the point p. In particular σ(
⋃
Up) contains (A \ X)∩
B(0,ǫ) for some ǫ > 0.
Given Up , up to permutation of indices, we can write p = 0 ∈ H1 ∩ · · · ∩Hk (note that p
may belong to F ∩E), 1 ≤ k ≤ r, Hi ∩Up = {ui = 0} and
f (σ(u,v)) = u
ϕ1
1 · · ·u
ϕk
k Ψp(u,v)
withΨp not vanishing identically on any component of (E ∩Up) \ F.
Without loss of generality we can assume
ϕ1
µ1
=min
{
ϕi
µi
: i = 1, . . . ,k
}
.
Write f . g if there exists a constant C > 0 such that f ≤ C · g and f  g if g . f . g . We
have (σ∗m)p = I
µ1
H1
· · · I
µk
Hk
hence on σ(Up), possibly shrinking Up, we get
|f (x)| = |f (σ(u,v))| = |u
ϕ1
1 · · ·u
ϕk
k Ψp(u,v)| . |u
ϕ1
1 · · ·u
ϕk
k | =
=
∣∣∣∣∣
(
u
µ1
1 · · ·u
µk
k
)ϕ1
µ1
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣uµ22 ∣∣∣
ϕ2
µ2
−
ϕ1
µ1 · · ·
∣∣∣uµkk
∣∣∣ϕkµk − ϕ1µ1 .
.
∣∣∣∣∣
(
u
µ1
1 · · ·u
µk
k
)ϕ1
µ1
∣∣∣∣∣  ‖x‖
ϕ1
µ1
because
ϕi
µi
−
ϕ1
µ1
≥ 0 for any i = 2, . . . ,k. Since σ(Up) is a finite covering of (A\X)∩B(0,ǫ), we
get multA\Xf ≥min{ϕi/µi :Hi ∩A∞ , ∅}. Recall multA∪B =min{multA,multB}. Therefore
we get the first claim.
If {H : AF ∩H , ∅} ⊂ E(A) then we can write the above for covering Up of A∞ ∪AF and
get the second claim.
If A∞ ∩H1 has nonempty interior in H1, then the minimum is attained. Indeed, if p ∈
A∞ ∩Up \V (If ) and p is a smooth point of F ∪E, then
|f (x)|  |u
ϕ1
1 | = |u
µ1
1 |
ϕ1
µ1  ‖x‖
ϕ1
µ1 .
This shows equality when A intersects E quasi-openly and ends the proof. 
As a corollary of Proposition 3.2 with notation of page 7 we get the following.
Corollary 3.3. Let A,B ⊂ Rn such that A and B intersect E quasi-openly. Suppose that either
A \X = A,B \X = B or A∩X = B∩X in some neighborhood of 0. We find
E(A) = E(B) ⇒ multA ≡multB.
Proof: If A \X = A, Property 1.3 gives
multA\X =multA\X =multA =multA.
Use Proposition 3.2 for A \X and B \X to get equality.
If A∩ X = B∩ X, use Proposition 3.2 for A \ X and B \ X. Since A = (A∩ X)∪ (A \ X), we
have multA =min{multA∩X,multA\X} =min{multB∩X,multB\X} =multB. 
Lemma 3.4 (Border Lemma). Take a smooth component H of E. Take analytic function
germs f ,g : (Rn,0) → R and assume σ∗f and σ∗g have constant multiplicities ϕ,ρ, respec-
tively, at every point of Hreg. Denote St = {f + tg ≥ 0}.
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There exists an open neighborhood V ⊂M of H and closed sets S+,S−,S=,So each of which is
closure of a union of some connected components of V \ (E ∪F) such that
(1) if ϕ < ρ, then σ−1 (St \X)∩V = S+ for all t > 0 and σ−1 (St \X)∩V = S− for all t < 0
(2) if ϕ > ρ, then σ−1 (St \X)∩V = S= for all t ∈R
(3) if ∂(St)∞ ∩Hreg , ∅, then ϕ = ρ.
Proof: Cover H by a family U of open sets in M such that every U ∈ U admits adapted
coordinates. Put V =
⋃
U . Over any such U we can write U ∩H = {u = 0} and
σ∗(f − tg) = uϕΨUf − tu
ρ
Ψ
U
g
for some regular functionsΨUf ,Ψ
U
g , which can only vanish on E ∪F \H.
Obviously
σ−1({f + tg = 0} \X)∩U = {uϕΨUf − tu
ρ
Ψ
U
g = 0} ∩U \ (E ∪F).
Since near smooth points of H the functions ΨUf ,Ψ
U
g are units, the signs of all Ψ
U
f ,Ψ
U
g
are constant on any connected component of V \ (E ∪F) regardless of choice of U . More
precisely, for any p,p′ that lie in the same connected component of V \(E∪F) ifU,U ′ ∈ U
are their respective neighborhoods, then the signs of ΨUf (p) and Ψ
U
g (p) are equal to the
signs ofΨU
′
f (p
′) andΨU
′
g (p
′) respectively.
Assume ρ < ϕ. We get locally
σ∗(f − tg) = uρ
(
uϕ−ρΨUf − tΨ
U
g
)
and
σ−1(St \X)∩U =
{
uρ
(
uϕ−ρΨUf − tΨ
U
g
)
≥ 0
}
Hence the points of σ−1(St \ X) in U \ (E ∪ F) are determined by the signs of tΨ
U
g and
uρ . Moreover, on any other component H ′ of E function ΨUg changes sign or keeps the
sign and uρ does not change sign, hence it is not possible for H ′ ∩ σ−1(St \ X) ∩U to
be contained in H ′. Therefore, from constancy of sign of the units ΨUg on connected
components, we get (1).
If ρ > ϕ, we have
σ∗(f − tg) = uϕ
(
Ψ
U
f − tu
ρ−ϕ
Ψ
U
g
)
.
As before, we get σ−1(St \ {0})∩U is either a union of components of U \ (E∪F) or empty
but does not depend on the sign of t. Hence we get (2).
The last claim follows from (1) and (2). 
3.3. End-points of arcs on the zero divisor. In this section we state some straightfor-
ward connections between relative multiplicity and order on liftings of arcs, as well as
simple but relevant consequences of polynomial form of rectilinearization concerning
end-points of arcs and their liftings on the zero divisor.
Property 3.5. If A is a subset of Rn \X, then
multAf = inf
{
ord0 ((σ
∗f ) ◦θ)
ord0(σ∗m) ◦θ
: θ ∈ LA∞
(
σ−1(A \X)
)}
.
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Proof: Note that there is one-to-one correspondence between the set L0(R
n \ X) of
nonconstant arcs in Rn \ X with end-point in 0 and LE(M \ (E ∪ F)), arcs in M \ (E ∪ F)
with end-points in E. Since σ is isomorphism outside E ∪F, the lift σ−1(γ) is an arc and
orders are well-defined. Moreover, f ◦γ = (σ∗f ) ◦ (σ−1(γ)). 
Write σ∗m = I
µ1
H1
· · · I
µr
Hr
and (σ∗f ) = I
ϕ1
H1
· · · I
ϕr
Hr
· I
ϕ′1
F1
· · · I
ϕ′l
Fl
· If with ϕi ,ϕ
′
j ∈ Z≥ maximal.
Denote by 〈·|·〉 the scalar product.
Proposition 3.6. Let γ be an arc such that σ−1(γ) ∈ Lp(M \ (E ∪F)) with
p ∈H1 ∩ · · · ∩Hs1 ∩F1 ∩ · · · ∩Fs2
for s1 ≥ 1, s2 ≥ 0. Denote µp = (µ1, . . . ,µs1 ), ϕp = (ϕ1, . . . ,ϕs1 ) and ϕ
F
p = (ϕ
′
1, . . . ,ϕ
′
s2
).
There exist a ∈Zs1≥ ,aF ∈Z
s2
≥ such that for any f ∈ On we have
ord0 (f ◦γ) ≥ 〈a | ϕp〉+ 〈aF | ϕ
F
p 〉 and ord0‖γ‖ = 〈a | µp〉
with equality when p < V (If ).
Proof: Denote θ = σ−1 ◦ γ . Take adapted coordinates (u,v) on a neighborhood U of p
with Hi ∩U = {ui = 0} and Fj ∩U = {vj = 0}. We can write σ
∗f = uϕvϕ
′
Ψ near p = 0. For
0 < t << 1 we have
(f ◦γ)(t) = (f ◦σ) ◦ (σ−1 ◦γ)(t) =
(
uϕvϕ
′
·Ψ(u,v)
)
◦θ(t) =
= θ
ϕ1
1 · · ·θ
ϕs1
s1 ·θ
ϕ′1
s1+1
· · ·θ
ϕ′s2
s1+s2 (t) ·Ψ(θ(t)).
Function Ψ ◦θ may vanish as t→ 0 only if p ∈ V (If ), hence we get
ord0 (f ◦γ) ≥ ϕ1ord0θ1 + · · ·+ϕs1ord0θs1 +ϕ
′
1ord0θs1+1 + · · ·+ϕ
′
s2
ord0θs1+s2
with equality when p < V (If ).
If we write σ∗m = I
µ
H · I with µ maximal, there is a unit Φ such that
‖x‖ = ‖σ(u,v)‖ ◦σ−1(x) = (|uµ| ·Φ) ◦σ−1(x)
for x ∈ σ(U \ (E ∪F)). Hence ‖γ‖ = |θ
µ1
1 · · ·θ
µs1
s1 | ·Φ(θ) and
ord0‖γ‖ = µ1ord0θ1 + · · ·+µs1ord0θs1 .
This ends the proof. 
As a consequence we get
Property 3.7. Let γ : (0,1] → Rn be an arc such that γ((0,1])∞ = {p} ⊂ Hreg for some
component of E. For any regular f we have
ord0f ◦γ
ord0‖γ‖
≥
ordHσ
∗f
ordHσ∗m
with equality when p < V (If ).
Proof: By Proposition 3.6 there exists a ∈Z≥ such that for any regular f we get
ord0f ◦γ ≥ a · ordHσ
∗f and ord0‖γ‖ = a · ordHσ
∗
m
with equality when p < V (If ). 
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Lemma 3.8 (Normal arc lemma). Take a component H of the zero divisor. Consider any
open set U ⊂M such that U ∩H = U ∩Hreg is nonempty and U admits adapted coordinates
(u,v) ∈ R × Rn−1 in which H ∩U = {u = 0}. Without loss of generality, we may assume
U = (−ǫ,ǫ)× V˜ , where V˜ is open neighborhood of 0 in Rn−1.
Consider the family
θHv = {(t,v) : t ∈ (0,ǫ)}.
We have
ordHσ
∗
m = ord0(σ ◦θ
H
v ).
Moreover, for any regular function f ∈ On there exists a Zariski closed subset Ξf of V˜ such
that for every v ∈ V˜ \Ξf we have
ordHσ
∗f = ord0f (σ ◦θ
H
v ).
Proof: Take U satisfying the assumptions. Note that the order ord0(θ
H
v )1 of the first
coordinate of θHv is 1. As usual we can write σ
∗(f ) = I
ordH f
H · If with If an ideal vanishing
on at most a nowhere dense subset of H . Hence function σ∗f has constant multiplicity
on V˜ ⊂ Hreg outside a nowhere dense regular subset Ξf := V (If )∩ V˜ . Therefore, for all
v ∈ V˜ \Ξf by Property 3.7 we have
ordHσ
∗f = ord0f (σ(θ
H
v )) and ordHσ
∗
m = ord0σ(θ
H
v ),
which ends the proof. 
Consider the space
Ld :=

d∑
i=1
−→a i t
i : −→a i ∈R
n, t ∈ (0,1]

of polynomial mappings (R,0)→ (Rn,0) of degree at most d. It is the truncation up to
degree d of the space L0(R
n) of analytic arcs in Rn with end-points at 0.
Lemma 3.9. Assume that rectilinearization σ is polynomial of the form (1). Then, under
notation of Lemma 3.8, there exists ∆H such that
σ(θHv ) ∈ L
∆H
for every v ∈ V˜ .
Proof: Due to Lemma 2.4 we may assume σ is polynomial in u with degree
degu σ = maxi di . The family of parametrised arcs Γv := σ ◦ θ
H
v is a subset of L
maxi di .
Hence ∆H := maxi di satisfies the claim for the open subset V˜ of H . 
As a consequence we get
Proposition 3.10 (Arc truncations). For every irreducible component H of E there exists a
positive integer ∆H such that for every d ≥ ∆H the set{
lim
t→0+
(
σ−1 ◦ Γ
)
(t) : Γ ∈ Ld
}
is a dense open subset of H .
Proof: Under notation of Lemma 3.8 obviously the set end-points of θHv equals V˜ . Note
that for arcs with finite expansions we can set the domain of their parametrization to
be fixed. By Proposition 2.3 the rectilinearization σ may be written in the special form
polynomial in u in some neighborhood of any p in an open dense subset V of E and ∆H
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is independent of the choice of U admitting adapted coordinates. Hence Lemma 3.9
holds on open sets V˜ whose union is equal to V . This ends the proof. 
Note that properties in this section hold under milder assumptions on the rectilineariza-
tion σ than the full list of Section 2.1.
3.4. Essential components of the zero divisor. In order to compute multS we would
like to make the following expected observation: it may happen that to that purpose
some blowings-up are unnecessary. We will see that only certain components of the zero
divisor, which we call essential, are pertinent to compute the relative multiplicity.
Let σ be an admissible rectilinearization of a real analytic set germ X at the origin of
Rn. We keep up with the notations of the previous sections and subsections, except
that for the purpose of this subsection H1, . . . ,Hq denote the components of the divisor
E ∪ F. We also assume that the regular hypersurfaces Hj are indexed accordingly to
their year of birth in the resolution process. (This means we assume that we blow-up
connected regular center rather than the whole geometrically admissible center given
by the algorithm which may have finitely many connected components.)
Let C0 = 0,C1, . . . ,Cl be the successive regular centers of blowing-up with l ≤ q − 1. If
Ci has several irreducible components, blowing-up any two such irreducible compo-
nents is, up to an isomorphism, a commutative operation, since they are disjoint. Thus
we assume that each center blown-up was irreducible, so that l = q − 1. Let Hi be the
exceptional hypersurface created by blowing-up the center Ci−1, where i = 1, . . . ,q. Let
Ei ∪Fi := ∪
i
j=1Ej for E
i := σ−1i (0)
where σi : Mi 7→ R
n is the composition of the successive blowings-up of centers
C0, . . . ,Ci−1.
Definition 3.11 (Essential components). A component Hk of E ∪ F is called S-inessential
if
• either Hk is not contracted onto 0 by σ,
• or Hk is contracted to 0 by σ and the center Ck−1 is contained exactly in the compo-
nents Hj1 , . . . ,Hjm of E
k−1, for some m ≥ 1, such that for each connected component S
of the germ S \ {0} and each j = j1, . . . , jm, the set
σ−1k−1(S) \E
k−1 ∩Hj
is either Zariski-analytic dense in Hj or empty.
A component H of E is S-essential if it is not S-inessential and S∞ is Zariski-analytic dense
in H .
We obtain a version of Proposition 3.2 as follows.
Corollary 3.12. Let S be a semianalytic subset of Rn, fat at the origin, and σ be an admissible
rectilinearization of X , the Zariski-analytic closure of ∂S. Assume S = S \X.
For any function germ f ∈ On we have
multS f := min
{
ordHσ
∗f
ordHσ∗m
: H is S-essential
}
.
Proof of Corollary 3.12 is a consequence of Lemma 3.13 below.
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Lemma 3.13. Let H be a component of Ei . Let H = D1, D2, . . . ,Dm, be all the components of
Ek containing the center Ck for k ≥ i. Then for any function germ f of On we have
ordDk+1σ
∗
k+1f
ordDk+1σ
∗
k+1m
≥ min
i=1,...,m
ordDiσ
∗
kf
ordDiσ
∗
km
Proof: Fix f . Thus we can write
σ∗k (f ) = I
ϕ1
D1
· · · I
ϕm
Dm
· If , σ
∗
k (m) = I
µ1
D1
· · · I
µm
Dm
· I0
for non-negative integer numbers µ1, . . . ,µm,ϕ1, . . . ,ϕm and for ideals If , I0 with multi-
plicity zero along each Di . If Di is not a component of E
k then µi = 0. Since the co-
support of σ∗k (m) is E
k , the ideal I0 is a product of powers of the other ideals of compo-
nents of Ek which do not contain Ck . Let β : (Mk+1,Dnew) 7→ (Mk ,Ck ) be the blowing-up
with center Ck . Since σ
∗
k (m) is principal and monomial in E
k , the multiplicity of I0
along Ck is 0. Let ϕ be the multiplicity of If along Ck . Since σk+1 = β ◦σk , we get (using
the same notation to write the strict transform by β of each divisor Di)
σ∗k+1(f ) = (I
ϕ1
D1
· · · I
ϕm
Dm
) · I
ϕ+
∑
i ϕi
Dnew
· I ′f
σ∗k+1m = (I
µ1
D1
· · ·I
µm
Dm
) · I
∑
i µi
Dnew
· I ′0
so that
ordDnewσ
∗
k+1f
ordDk+1σ
∗
k+1m
=
ϕ +
∑
i ϕi∑
i µi
≥
∑
i ϕi∑
i µi
≥ min
i=1,...,m
ϕi
µi
= min
i=1,...,m
ordDiσ
∗
kf
ordDiσ
∗
km
This ends the proof. 
We also get the following criterion of comparability of the relative multiplicity functions.
Proposition 3.14. Let S1 and S2 be semianalytic subsets of Rn both fat at the origin. Let X
be the Zariski-analytic closure of ∂S1 ∪ ∂S2 and σ be a admissible rectilinearization X. The
following are equivalent:
(1) multS1 ≡multS2 ,
(2) every component H of E is S1-essential if and only if it is S2-essential.
Proof: It is a consequence of Property 3.1, Definition 3.11 and Corollary 3.12. 
3.5. Further properties of relative multiplicity. The local algebra of the regular func-
tion germs at the origin of a subset S of Rn, is the algebra of the germs at the origin of
the regular function restricted to S, and coincides with O
S
Z the local algebra of regular
germs of the Zariski-analytic closure of S. For brevity we denote it OS . If S is fat, then
OS = On.
Property 3.15. Multiplicity relative to a semianalytic set S is a discrete valuation on its local
algebra of regular germs.
Proof: Take a semianalytic set S and the admissible rectilinearization σ of the Zariski
closure of ∂S. Under notation as on page 5, since the number of components of the
zero divisor E is finite, by Proposition 3.2 there exists w ∈N such that multS f ∈ 1/wZ≥
for all f ∈ OS . This w can be taken as greatest common denominator of multiplicities
µ1, . . . ,µr of the principal ideal σ
∗m on essential components of the zero divisor. 
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Therefore, relative multiplicity introduces a grading
OS =
⊕
k∈Z≥
M k
q(S)
(S),
whereMq(S) = {f ∈ OS : multS f = q} and q(S) is the smallest positive integer that admits
this grading. Moreover, relative multiplicity is an analytic invariant in the following
sense.
Property 3.16. Let S and T be semianalytic subsets ofRn. If there exists a biregular map germ
φ : (Rn,S,0)→ (Rn,T ,0), then q(S) = q(T ) and there exists an isomorphism of local algebras
between OS and OT which preserves the gradings by the respective relative multiplicities.
Proof: The mapping φ∗ : OT → OS is the isomorphism. Obviously, φ
∗ is surjective.
Moreover, a bianalytic φ is in particular bi-Lipschitz in a neighborhood of the origin.
Now the proof follows easily from the fact that due to Property 1.2 multiplicity relative
to S of function f can be interpreted as the optimal q ∈Q such that |f (x)| - ‖x‖q on S. 
4. Testing curves
This section aims at exhibiting in Theorem 4.4 a very small subset, namely a family
of polynomially parameterized arcs, so-called Testing Curves, along which the relative
multiplicity of any function germ along a semi-analytic subset S fat at 0 is reached. Test-
ing curves provide an efficient symbolic calculation method of computing the multiplic-
ity with respect to S. In Theorem 4.8 we will show that to study relative multiplicities
of polynomials it suffices to take a countable subfamily of Testing Curves.
4.1. Definition and existence. Let us introduce the notion of testing curves. By a curve
we mean a purely one-dimensional set.
Definition 4.1 (Testing Curves for relative multiplicity). For a set S in Rn let (Γc)c∈U ,
where U ⊂ Rm, be a family of curves such that
(1) there are l connected components γ c1, . . . ,γ
c
l of Γc for every c, and each component is
parametrized as an analytic arc
(2) the family (γ ci )c∈U is parametrized analytically by c for each i ≤ l
(3) for every real analytic f : (Rn,0)→ (R,0) there exists a nowhere dense Zariski closed
set Ξf ⊂U such that for c < Ξf we have
multS f =multΓc f
Whenever m < n, we will call such a family (Γc) the family of curves testing multiplicity with
respect to S.
Note that if Testing Curves exist, for generic c one calculates multS symbolically by
multΓc f =mini
ord0(f ◦γ
c
i )
ord0‖γ
c
i ‖
.
Moreover, we do not ask that testing curves lie in S.
Theorem 4.2 (Existence of curves testing multiplicity). Let S be a semianalytic subset
of Rn fat at 0. There exists a family of testing curves for multiplicity at 0 with respect to S.
Proof: Let X be the germ of the Zariski closure of ∂S. Consider a X-admissible rectilin-
earization σ. In particular S∞ is fat in E and SF ⊂ S∞, see Property 3.1. Under notation
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of Lemma 3.8 there are l components Hi of the zero divisor E such that Hi ∩ S∞ , ∅. Let
γ iv := σ(θ
Hi
v ), v ∈ V˜i , t ∈ (0,ǫi ). Put
U =
⋂
i : Hi∩S∞,∅
V˜i
and Γc as the union of images of these arcs, i.e.
Γc =
⋃
i : Hi∩S∞,∅
γ ic , c ∈U.
Moreover, set S intersects E quasi-openly and Hi ∩ S∞ , ∅ if and only if i ∈ E(S). Hence
the family Γc is a family of testing curves for multiplicity relative to S by Property 3.1,
Lemma 3.8 and Proposition 3.2. 
Remark 4.3. Let X = ∂S
Zar
and choose σ : (M,E ∪ F,E) → (Rn,X,0) an X-admissible
rectilinearization with H1, . . . ,Hr being all components of E. The number l of branches
of testing curves Γc satisfies
l ≤ #{i : Hi is S − essential} ≤ #{i : Hi ∩ S∞ , ∅} = #E(S).
4.2. Polynomially parametrized testing curves. We show that one can always choose
testing curves to have branches parametrized by polynomials whose degree depends
on S and choice of rectilinearization. In particular Theorem 4.4 below implies that
for parametrization of testing curves it suffices to look in a finite dimensional vector
space Ld of truncated arcs, see page 11, and the testing curves are semialgebraic.
Theorem 4.4 (Existence of polynomial Testing Curves). For every semianalytic subset S
of Rn fat at 0 there exists an analytically parametrized family of semialgebraic testing curves
for multiplicity with respect to the set S.
Precisely, for the semianalytic fat set S there exist positive integers ordΓ,degΓ and testing
curves satisfying Definition 4.1 with point (1) replaced by
(1’) there are l connected components γ c1, . . . ,γ
c
l of Γc for every c ∈U and each component
is parametrized by a finite series
γ cj (t) =
degΓ∑
i=ordΓ
−→̺
j,i (c)t
i
where −→̺j,i :U → Rn are real analytic.
Proof: Proof is the same as of Theorem 4.2 but we use the special admissible rectilin-
earization of Fact 2.2 and apply Lemma 3.9. 
Remark 4.5. In Theorem 4.4, under notation of Fact 2.2, by Lemma 2.4 we get
ordΓ ≥ min
i=1,...,n
{di ,qi } and degΓ = max
i=1,...,n
di .
Example 4.6. Let us calculate a family of Testing Curves for the set
S := {(x,y,z) : (x2 + y2 + z2)x ≥ z2}.
From the form of S it is easy to see that multSz2 ≥ 3, hence multS is not the standard multi-
plicity at 0.
Let X = {(x2 + y2 + z2)x − z2 = 0}. Then σ = β4 ◦ β3 ◦ β2 ◦ β1 is X-admissible resolution where
(1) β1 : (M1,X1 ∪H1,H1)→ (R3,X,0) is blow-up of 0,
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(2) β2 : (M2,X2 ∪H1 ∪H2,H2) → (M1,X1 ∪H1,p) is a blow-up of singular point p on
X1 ∩H1,
(3) β3 : (M3,X3 ∪H1∪H2 ∪H3,H3)→ (M2,X2 ∪H1 ∪H2,C) is a blow-up of the smooth
curve C =H1 ∩X2 where X2 is tangent to H1
(4) β4 : (M4,X4 ∪H1∪ · · · ∪H4,H4)→ (M3,X3 ∪H1 ∪H2∪H3,C ′) is blow-up of smooth
curve C ′ =H1 ∩H3 of points where X3 ∪H1 ∪H2 ∪H3 is not SNC.
We have E(S) = {i : S∞ ∩ Hi , ∅} = {2,3,4} and all these components are S-essential. It
suffices that we take testing curves parametrized by any open subsets of Hi (in the sense of
Lemma 3.8).
We can choose local coordinates such that
σ|U2 = π2 :U2 → R
3, π2(x,y,z) = (x
2y,x,x2z)
σ|U3 = π3 :U3 → R
3, π3(x,y,z) = (xz
2,xyz2,x2z3)
σ|U4 = π4 :U4 → R
3, π4(x,y,z) = (x
2y2z,x2yz2,x3y2z2)
where the sets Ui are open, Hi ∩Ui = {x = 0} and Ui intersects openly Hi for i = 2,3,4. In the
local coordinates for i = 2,3,4 we can assume
Ui = (−ǫ,ǫ)×V , V = {(y,z) : |y| < 1, |z| < 1,yz , 0} .
Hence for parameters (y,z) ∈ V set
γ2y,z(t) = (yt
2, t,zt2), γ3y,z(t) = (z
2t,yz2t,z3t2),
γ4y,z(t) = (y
2zt2,yz2t2,y2z2t3)
for t ∈ (0,ǫ). Let Γy,z be the curve with above three branches. Note that if y < 0, then Γy,z does
not lie in S. By construction, (Γy,z)(y,z)∈V is the family of curves testing multiplicity relative
to S. We can for instance calculate
multSz =min
{
2,2,
3
2
}
=
3
2
hence multSz
2 = 3.
4.3. Finite number of curves testing multiplicity of polynomials.
Lemma 4.7. Consider a function RD ×U ∋ (a,c) → G(a,c) ∈ R which is polynomial in a,
U ⊂ Rm. There exists finitely many parameters c1, . . . , ck , k ≤D, such that
(4) ∀a∈RD
(
G(a,c1) = · · · = G(a,ck) = 0 ⇔ ∀cG(a,c) = 0
)
Proof: From right to left implication is obvious. To prove the other direction consider
algebraic sets Xc = {a : G(a,c) = 0} and
X =
⋂
c∈U
Xc.
Due to Hilbert’s basis theorem there exists finitely many c1, . . . , ck such that X = Xc1 ∩
· · · ∩ Xck . To see that c1, . . . , ck satisfy the claim let us assume to the contrary that (4)
does not hold. Take a0 such that G(ci ,a0) = 0 but G(c,a0) , 0 for some c. From the first
part a0 ∈ Xc1 ∩ · · · ∩Xck = X. Hence from definition of X we have G(a,c) = 0, which is a
contradiction.
The inequality k ≤ D follows from the fact that we can choose at most D equations to
define the variety in D-dimensional space. 
Of course, Lemma 4.7 can be written equivalently as: there exist finitely many c1, . . . , ck
such that
∀a∈RD
(
∃cG(a,c) , 0⇔∃jG(a,cj ) , 0
)
.
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Now we can prove the main Theorem 4.8 on reduction of dimension below.
Theorem 4.8. Let S be a semianalytic subset of Rn fat at 0. For any degree d there exists a
semialgebraic curve Γd which tests multiplicity at 0 with respect to S for all polynomials from
Rd [X] i.e. (
multS
)
|Rd [X]
≡
(
multΓd
)
|Rd [X]
Moreover, Γd can be chosen so that its number of branches is not more than d ·
(n+d
d
)
·N (S),
where N (S) depends on S.
Proof: By Theorem 4.4 there exists a family {Γc}c∈U of testing curves with l branches
such that each analytically parametrized family of branches can be written as
γc =
degΓ∑
i=ordΓ
−→̺
i (c) · t
i , 0 < t << 1.
If U is finite, we get the claim. We will consider the case when U is not finite.
Any polynomial f =
∑
|α|≤d aαx
α of degree ≤ d can be interpreted as the point a ∈ RD ,
where D =
(n+d
d
)
is the number of monomials of degree ≤ d.
Fix a polynomial f , then formally (i.e. without disregarding constant zero coefficients)
we have
f (γc(t)) =
∑
|α|≤d
aα

∑
i
̺i,1(c)t
i

α1
. . .

∑
i
̺i,n(c)t
i

αn
=
=
D′∑
j=1

∑
i |α|=wj
βi,α(c)aα
 twj ,(5)
where w1 < · · · < wD′ and
{w1, . . . ,wD′ } = { i · |α| : |α| ≤ d,ordΓ ≤ i ≤ degΓ } .
Hence D′ ≤ d · (|degΓ − ordΓ|+1).
Consider the linear function on coefficients Gc(a) = (G
c
1, . . . ,G
c
D′ ) : R
D → RD
′
with
Gcj (a) =
∑
i |α|=wj
βi,α(c)aα .
Apply Lemma 4.7 to Gj so that we get finitely many parameters c
j
1, . . . , c
j
kj
satisfying
its claim. These parameters test vanishing of the coefficient Gcj (a) of f ◦ γc in presen-
tation (5). Without loss of generality, we can assume that {ci1, . . . , c
i
k} = {c
j
1, . . . , c
j
k } for
every i, j ≤D′ and denote this set as {c1, . . . , ck}. We have k ≤DD
′ and
ord0(f ◦γc) = min{wj : G
c
j (a) , 0}.
For generic c0 we have
ord0(f ◦γc0 ) = infc
ord0(f ◦γc)
and the minimum is attained, hence by Lemma 4.7 we get
inf
c
ord0(f ◦γc) = min{wj : ∃iG
ci
j (a) , 0} =min
⋃
i
{wj : G
ci
j (a) , 0} =multγc1∪···∪γck
f
Therefore for generic c we have
(6) ord0(f ◦γc) = multγc1∪···∪γck
f .
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Consider all l branches of Γc and denote c
j
1, . . . , c
j
kj
the parameters satisfying above equal-
ity (6) for consecutive families of branches γ
j
c . Put
Γd :=
⋃
j=1,...,l
⋃
i=1,...kj
γ
j
c
j
i
.
The curve Γd tests the multiplicity relative to S of any polynomial f of degree ≤ d. In-
deed, for arbitrary polynomial f we have
multΓd f =mini
multγ ic1∪···∪γ
i
cki
f
and due to (6) we get
multΓd f =mini
ord0(f ◦γ
i
c )
ord0‖γ
i
c‖
=min
i
ord0(f ◦γ
i
c0
)
ord0‖γ
i
c0‖
for generic c and c0 < Ξf . Therefore, by definition of testing curves {Γc}c∈U we get
multΓd f =multS f
for any polynomial of degree ≤ d.
Following the construction in the proof if the number of branches of {Γc} is l, then the
number of branches at infinity of the curve Γd is not more than ldD(|degΓ − ordΓ|+ 1).
Recall that l ≤ E(S). Hence the maximal number of branches of Γd is not more than
dD ·N (S), where D =
(n+d
d
)
and N (S) = l(|degΓ − ordΓ| + 1) depends only on S (up to
choice of rectilinearization). 
Remark 4.9. In Theorem 4.8 for fixed admissible rectilinearization of ∂S one can choose
N (S) so that
N (S) ≤ (degΓ − ordΓ +1) · #{i : Hi is S − essential},
compare Remarks 4.3 and 4.5.
In arbitrary dimension for a fixed set there may be several families of testing curves.
We do not know whether for these families there exists a uniform minimal number of
branches l or minimal degree of truncation degΓ, since our method depends on the
choice of resolution of singularities.
Example 4.10. Let us continue Example 4.6. Fix degree d. We will show instances of Γd , the
curve testing multiplicity of all polynomials of degree ≤ d.
Note that degγy,zi − ordγ
y,z
i = 1 for i = 2,3,4 and we can assume Ui = R
2 \ {yz = 0}. The
curve Γd according to Theorem 4.8 can be chosen as a union of branches γ ic1 , . . . ,γ
i
ce(d)
for
i = 2,3,4 with
e(d) ≤ 2d
(
3+ d
d
)
=
d(d +1)(d +2)(d +3)
3
.
This estimation is not sharp. For instance, for d = 2 it suffices to take Γ2 as union of 12
branches γ iyj ,zj , i = 2,3,4, j = 1,2,3,4 such that following determinants
det[1,yj , zj ]j=1,2,3 , det[y
2
j , z
2
j ,yjzj ]j=1,2,3 , det[1,yjzj , zj ,y
2
j zj ]j=1,...,4
are nonzero. For instance (yj , zj ) = (j, j +4), j = 1,2,3,4, satisfy this condition.
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5. Stability of relative multiplicity
In this section the main result is Theorem 5.8 showing stability of multiplicity with
respect to change of parameters in description of the set, provided the parameter is
generic. To this aim we will first prove with elementary methods that any sublevel set
with respect to generic value of a mapping is a fat set, see Theorem 5.5, since we were
unable to find a reference to such result in literature.
5.1. Bifurcation values. Throughout this subsection let F : U → Rm, with U an open
subset of a smooth manifoldM of dimension n, be a C∞-smooth mapping.
We say that a value t ∈ Rm is typical if F is a C∞-trivial fibration over t i.e. there exists a
neighborhood Υ of t in Rm and a C∞-diffeomorphism Φ : F−1(t)×Υ→ F−1(Υ) such that
F(Φ(x,s)) = s for all (x,s) ∈ F−1(t) ×Υ. The set of values which are not typical is called
the set BifF of bifurcation values of F.
We use convention that the empty map is a trivial fibration. Therefore, for t ∈Rm \F(U )
in a neighborhood Υ of t we have F−1(Υ) = ∅ and the fibration condition is met trivially.
We consider such t to be also a typical value of F. Obviously t ∈ ∂F(U ) are not typical.
Let us denote
BifpF =
⋂
V : V is a nghbhd of p
Bif
(
F|V
)
,
the bifurcation values near a point p ∈M . The set BifpF is closed in R
m.
In particular, ifM = Rn and p =∞, this is the standard definition of bifurcation values at
infinity (where a neighborhood of infinity is a complement of a compact set). Obviously,
BifpF ⊂ BifF for p ∈ M . If p ∈ U , then due to Ehresmann’s Fibration Lemma we get
BifF|V = ΣF|V in some neighborhood V of p, where ΣF|V are the critical values of F i.e.
the set of images of points where rank of jacobian of F|V is less than m.
Although for smooth maps it may happen that Biff = Rm, in the tame classes we are
interested in, the following Bertini-Sard theorems hold.
Fact 5.1 ([KOS00], [Ver76]). Let F :U →Rm be smooth, U open subset of a smooth manifold
M .
• If F is semialgebraic and U =M = Rn, then BifF = ΣF ∪Bif∞F is a closed subset of a
semialgebraic set of codimension at least 1.
• If F is proper real analytic and M is a real analytic manifold, then BifF = ΣF is a
closed subset of a subanalytic set of codimension at least 1.
5.2. Remarks on topology and fatness. For any subset A of a topological space denote
by ∂A = A \ Int(A) its border and by
NF(A) = A \ Int(A)
its set of nonfatness. Obviously NF(A) = ∅ if and only if A is fat.
Lemma 5.2. Let A,B be sets in a metric space.
(1) If B ⊂ A, then
NF(A) ⊂NF(B)∪ (NF(A) \B) .
In particular, if B is fat, then NF(A) ⊂NF(A) \B
(2) If A is open and B is fat, then A∩B is fat.
Proof: Let us prove (1). Indeed, let x ∈NF(A). Let x <NF(B). If x ∈ Int(B), then x ∈ Int(A)
contrary to the assumption. Hence x < Int(B)∪NF(B) = B which proves the statement.
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To prove (2) take any point x ∈ A ∩ B. From fatness of B there exists a sequence
(xn) ⊂ IntB converging to x. From openess of A it lies also in A. Hence x ∈ Int(A∩B). 
Property 5.3. Consider sets A0, . . . ,Am such that for any sequence 0 ≤ i1 < · · · < im ≤ m of
length m the sets
Ai1 ∩ · · · ∩Ail
are fat. Then
NF(A0 ∩ · · · ∩Am) ⊂
m⋂
i=0
∂Ai .
Proof: Let us remark that in general for any A we have NF(A) = A \ Int(A) ⊂ ∂A and
∂(A0 ∩ · · · ∩Am) ⊂
⋃
i=0,...,m∂Ai .
Assume x ∈NF(A0 ∩ · · · ∩Am). Suppose that x < ∂Ai for some i, say i = 0.
Set A1 ∩ · · · ∩Am = A and A0 = B. By assumption A is fat and x ∈ NF(A∪ B) ⊂ ∂A∪ ∂B.
If x ∈ ∂A \ ∂B, then from fatness of A we get x ∈ Int(A). There also exists an open
set V ∋ x such that V ∩ ∂(B) = ∅ and either V ∩ B = ∅ or V ⊂ Int(B). In the first case
x < A ∩ B, a contradiction. In the second case, x ∈ Int(B) and x ∈ ∂(A). Since A is fat,
there exists (xn) ⊂ Int(A) such that xn → x. Since x ∈ Int(B), then (xn) ⊂ B. Therefore
xn ∈ Int(A)∩ Int(B) = Int(A ∩ B). Hence x ∈ Int(A∩B) and it is therefore a fat point of
A∩B contrary to the assumption. Therefore NF(A∩B) and ∂(A) \∂(B) are disjoint. The
arbitrary choice of i ends the proof. 
5.3. Bifurcation values and fat sublevel sets. For values t, t′ ∈ Rm we denote by [t, t′]
the closed hypercube [t1, t
′
1] × · · · × [tm, t
′
m] and by (t, t
′ ) its interior. Recall from page 5
that t′  t if and only if the set [t′ , t] is nonempty.
Lemma 5.4. Let F :U →Rm be smooth withU open in manifoldM . If F is a trivial fibration
over Υ ⊂ Rm, then for every t, s ∈Υ we have F−1
(
(s, t)
)
= F−1((s, t)).
Proof: Whenever F−1
(
(s, t)
)
is empty, the assertion holds trivially. So we may assume
m ≤ n and (s, t) , ∅. If F is fibration overΥ, there exists a diffeomorphism Φ of F−1(t)×Υ
and F−1(Υ). For any s, t ∈Υ if (s, t) , ∅, we get
F−1((s, t)) = Φ (F−1(t)× (s, t)) = Φ
(
F−1(t)× [s, t]
)
= F−1([s, t])
since Φ is open-closed. 
By proji1,...,ij : R
m →Rj denote the standard projection x→ (xi1 , . . . ,xij ) onto R
j .
Theorem 5.5. Let F : U → Rm be a smooth map and U open in a manifold M . For p ∈M
define
BpF =
⋃
1≤i1<···<ij≤m
j=1,...,m
proj−1i1,...,ij
(
Bifp(Fi1 , . . . ,Fij )
)
.
For every t ∈Rm \BpF the sublevel set
St := {x ∈U : F1(x) ≤ t1, . . . ,Fm(x) ≤ tm}
is fat at p i.e. germ of St at p is fat.
Moreover, there exists a neighborhood Υ ⊂ Rm of t such that for all s ∈ Υ germ of Ss at p is
empty if and only if the germ St at p is empty.
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Proof: Note that t < BifpF if and only if t is typical value of F|V for some open neighbor-
hood V of p. We will use induction with respect to the dimension m.
Let m = 1. Then BpF = BifpF. Take a typical value t of F|V . Hence for s  t such that
‖s − t‖ is small enough apply Lemma 5.4 to get
Int(St ∩V )∩V = F
−1
|V ((−∞, t)) = F
−1
|V ((−∞, s])∪F
−1
|V ((s, t)) =
= F−1|V ((−∞, s])∪F
−1
|V ([s, t]) = St ∩V .
Therefore, the sublevel set St is fat at p.
Consider F = (F0, . . . ,Fm) : U → R
m+1. For any sequence 0 ≤ i1 < · · · < im ≤ m by in-
ductive assumption let Bp(Fi1 , . . . ,Fim ) satisfy the claim of the theorem for the mappings
(Fi1 , . . . ,Fim ). We have
BpF = BifpF ∪
⋃
0≤i1<···<im≤m
proj−1i1 ,...,im
(
Bp(Fi1 , . . . ,Fim )
)
since projections commute.
Take t < BpF. We will show that St is fat at p. By definition of BpF there exists a neigh-
borhood V of p such that for every sequence 0 ≤ i1 < · · · < ij ≤m, with j = 1, . . . ,m+1, the
value (ti1 , . . . , tij ) is a typical value of the mapping (Fi1 , . . . ,Fij )|V .
First, let us note that if maxSt∩V Fi , ti for some i, say i = 0, then
St ∩V = {F0 < t0} ∩ {F1 ≤ t1, . . . ,Fm ≤ tm} ∩V .
Hence by the inductive assumption and Lemma 5.2(3) we get the claim. Therefore, we
may assume maxSt∩V Fi = ti for all i = 0, . . . ,m.
Since both {F0|V ≤ t0} and (F1|V , . . . ,Fm|V )
−1((−∞, t′]), with t′ = (t1, . . . , tm), are fat sets
by assumption and case m = 1 proved above, we get by Property 5.3 and assumption
maxSt∩V Fi = ti that
NF(St ∩V ) ⊂
m⋂
i=0
{Fi = ti } ∩V .
But since t < BifpF, then for s  t close enough to t we have that the set F
−1
|V
(
(s, t)
)
is
fat by Lemma 5.4. Since F−1
|V (t) ⊂ F
−1
|V
(
(s, t)
)
⊂ St ∩ V , by Lemma 5.2(2) we get that
NF(St ∩ V ) = ∅. Hence the germ of St is fat at p. Induction ends the proof of the first
part.
To prove the second claim, it suffices to note that F is a trivial fibration over a neighbor-
hood of any t < BpF, because BifpF ⊂ BpF. In particular if the fiber F
−1(t) is empty, then
F−1(Υ) is empty for a neighborhood Υ of t. 
Corollary 5.6. Let F :U →Rm be a smooth map and U open in a manifoldM . Consider
BF =
⋃
1≤i1<···<ij≤m
j=1,...,m
proj−1i1,...,ij
(
Bif(Fi1 , . . . ,Fij )
)
.
For every t ∈Rm \BF the sublevel set
St := {x ∈U : F1(x) ≤ t1, . . . ,Fm(x) ≤ tm}
is fat.
Moreover, there exists a neighborhood Υ ⊂ Rm of t such that for all s ∈ Υ we have Ss = ∅ if
and only if St = ∅.
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Proof: Proof is the same as for Theorem 5.5 but replacing BifpF by BifF. 
Corollary 5.7. Use notation and assumptions of Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.6. Denote
NF := {t ∈R
m : sublevel set St is not fat inM}.
(1) If F is semialgebraic and U =M = Rn, then NF is a semialgebraic set of codimension
at most 1.
(2) If F is proper real analytic and M is real analytic manifold, then NF is a subanalytic
set of codimension at most 1.
If U =M = Rn put
NF (∞) := {t ∈R
m : sublevel set St is not fat at∞}.
(3) If F : Rn → Rm is semialgebraic, then NF (∞) is a semialgebraic set of codimension at
most 1.
Proof: Note that NF and NF (∞) are defined by first order formulas. Moreover, NF ⊂ BF
and NF (∞) ⊂ B∞F by Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.6. Use Fact 5.1. 
5.4. Stability of relative multiplicity under change of parameters. This section is de-
voted to the proof of the following
Theorem 5.8 (Stability of relative multiplicity). Consider two real analytic mappings
f ,g : Rn → Rm. For t ∈Rm put
(7) St := {f1 + t1g1 > 0, . . . , fm + tmgm > 0}.
There exists a nowhere dense subanalytic set Vf ,g ⊂ Rm such that
multSt =multSs
provided s, t lie in the same connected component of Rm \ Vf ,g .
Fix the mappings f ,g : Rn → Rm. Take St of the form (7) of statement of Theorem 5.8.
Let
h :=
∏
i,j,k,l≤m
figj (fk − gl )
and X = {h = 0}. Obviously S0 \ S0 ⊂ X. Let σ be the admissible rectilinearization of X as
in Section 2.1 with E =H1 ∪ · · · ∪Hr , F =Hr+1 ∪ · · · ∪Hp . By choice of h, we can write
σ∗fi = I
ϕi1
H1
· · · I
ϕip
Hp
and σ∗gj = I
ρ
j
1
H1
· · · I
ρ
j
p
Hp
,
where any ϕi and ρj are comparable with respect to order 4.
Let us denote by T the set of all values t ∈ Rm such that (St)∞ does not intersect E
quasi-openly. Let us define the set G of good values as
G := {t ∈Rm \ T : E(St ) = E(Ss) for all s in some nghbhd U of t}
(recall definition of E(S) from page 7). Recall that any o-minimal structure is closed
under closure, interior, projection and boolean (first order) conditions. Therefore, the
sets T and G are of respective category.
Lemma 5.9. The set G contains an open dense subset of Rm.
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Proof: Take a component H of E.
WheneverH is such that for every j ≤m we have for multiplicities ϕj , ρj , due to Border
Lemma 3.4 there exists a neighborhood V of H such that the set σ−1(St \ {h = 0}) equals
to a fixed union of connected components of V \ (E ∪ F) for all t in the same connected
component of Rm \ {Πi∈I ti = 0} for some I ⊂ {1, . . . , r}. Moreover, H ∈ E(St ) if and only
if H ∈ E(Ss) for all s, t in the same connected component of R
m \ {Πi∈I ti = 0}. Therefore
such component H does not influence change between E(St ) and E(Ss) as long as the
parameters t, s are in the same component of Rm \ {Πi∈I ti = 0}.
Fix H such that ϕj = ρj for j ≤ k and otherwise for j > k (without loss of generality we
changed the order of coordinates of f and g). Consider
S˜t := σ−1 ({f1 − t1g1 ≥ 0, . . . , fk − tkgk ≥ 0} \ {h = 0}).
Hence (St)∞ is fat in H if (S˜t)∞ is fat in H .
Cover H inM by a family of open connected neighborhoods Ux of x ∈H such that Ux is
relatively compact and
σ∗(fi + tigi ) = u
ϕij1
1 · · ·u
ϕijl
l Ψfi + tiu
ρij1
1 · · ·u
ρijl
l Ψgi
onUx, provided x ∈Hj1∩· · ·∩Hjl for some componentsHjq of E∪F. By takingUx smaller
we can assume unitsΨgi ,Ψfi are such that δx > |Ψgi |, |Ψfi | > ǫx > 0 on Ux for some positive
δx,ǫx .
If Ux lies in the set of smooth points of H , possibly shrinking Ux, we get that the in-
equality σ∗(fi + tigi) ≥ 0 on every component of Ux \H is given by Ψfi + tiΨgi D 0, where
D∈ {≥,≤} depends on the sign of uρ on the component.
Hence the set (St)∞ ∩Ux is a finite union of some sets of the form
k⋂
j=1

Ψfj
Ψgj
Dj tj

where (Dj ) ∈ {≥,≤}
k is some sequence of signs depending on parity of ρ and signs ofΨgj .
Recall that a finite union of fat sets is fat, hence without loss of generality we will assume
equality of (St )∞ ∩Ux with a set of such form.
For j = 1, . . . ,k the functions
Fj :=
Ψfj
Ψgj
:H ∩Ux → R
are smooth and proper, defined on a smooth manifold H ∩Ux. Therefore from Corol-
lary 5.7 follows that for F = (F1, . . . ,Fk ) there exists a nowhere dense closed subset Nx,H
of Rk such that for all t <Nx,H the set (S˜t)∞ ∩H ∩Ux is fat in H .
Denote
Ax,H := proj
−1
1,...,k(Nx,H ) ⊂ R
m.
The set Ax,H is nowhere dense in R
m, closed and for all t < Ax,H the set (St)∞ ∩Ux is fat
in Hreg.
Let x ∈Hj1∩· · ·∩Hjl ∩H be a corner point ofH with some componentsHji of E∪F. Since
ϕi and ρi are comparable, we get
σ∗(fi + tigi ) =

uϕ
i
(Ψfi + tiu
ρi−ϕiΨgi ) ρ
i ≻ ϕi
uρ
i
(uϕ
i−ρiΨfi + tiΨgi ) ρ
i ≺ ϕi
uρ
i
(Ψfi + tiΨgi ) ρ
i = ϕi
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where uϕ
i
= u
ϕij1
1 · · ·u
ϕijl
l . As before, if ρ
i ≻ ϕi , then (possibly shrinking Ux) on any con-
nected component of Ux \ E the function σ
∗(fi + tigi ) does not vanish and its sign de-
pends on the sign of uϕ
i
Ψfi . Analogously, if ρ
i ≺ ϕi , then the sign depends on the sign of
uρ
i
tiΨgi . Therefore, if ρ
i
, ϕi , then for all ti > 0 the set σ−1 ({fi − tigi ≥ 0} \ {h = 0})∩Ux∩E
is the closure in Ux of a fixed union of connected components of Ux \E, same for ti < 0.
Consider all coordinates fi ,gi such that ϕ
i = ρi , i = 1, . . . ,k (after rearranging the num-
bering of the coordinates fi ,gi ) . Then the set (St)∞ ∩Ux is fat in H if S˜t ∩H ∩Ux is fat
in H . As before, the functions Fj :=
Ψfj
Ψgj
:H ∩Ux →R, j = 1, . . . ,k, are smooth and proper,
hence there exists a closed nowhere dense set Ax,H ⊂ R
m (as in the case of smooth point,
a lift of a set Nx,H ) such that for t <Nx,H the set (St )∞ ∩Ux is fat in H .
From the covering (Ux)x∈H of H we can choose a finite subcovering Ux1 , . . . ,UxN . Then
for all t < VH := {t1 · · · tm = 0}∪Ax1,H∪· · ·∪AxN ,H the set (St)∞∩H is fat inH . Moreover, by
the second part of Corollary 5.6, if we take t < VH there exists a neighborhood U ⊂ R
m
of t such that H ∈ E(St) if and only if H ∈ E(Ss) for all s ∈U .
Put V :=
⋃r
i=1VHi , it is a nowhere dense closed set. Since every fat nonempty set
contains a nonempty open set, then T ⊂ V . Moreover, if t <
⋃r
i=1Vi , then there exists
a neighborhood U ⊂ Rm of t such that H ∈ E(St) if and only if H ∈ E(Ss) for all s ∈ U .
Therefore, the set G contains the set Rm \ V which proves the claim. 
Proof of Theorem 5.8: We have St \X = St , because St open and X nowhere dense.
Set Vf ,g := Rm \ G of Lemma 5.9. It is nowhere dense and for any t < Vf ,g and any com-
ponent H of E the set (St)∞ ∩H is either empty or Zariski dense in H i.e. St intersects E
quasi-openly.
Since we can connect any two points t, s in the same connected component ofRm\Vf ,g by
a compact curve, by standard argument and definition of G we get equality E(St ) = E(Ss)
for any two point t, s in the same connected component of Rm \ Vf ,g . By Corollary 3.3
we get multSt ≡multSs . 
6. Degree relative to a set
In this section we consider behavior of functions at infinity. For brevity we restrict to
the class of polynomials. More general results for polynomially bounded classes can be
proved using direct methods of previous sections.
6.1. Degree with respect to a set. Let S be a subset inRn. One characteristic of behavior
of a polynomial f at infinity is the degree of f relative to S defined as
Definition 6.1 (Rational degree relative to a set). Let S be unbounded. Put
rdegS f := inf
{
a
b
:
|f (x)|b
‖x‖a
is bounded on S outside some compact
}
.
If S is a bounded set, we assume rdegS ≡ −∞.
Note that rational relative degree generalizes the relative degree of page 1. Therefore,
for simplicity we will call the rational relative degree just the relative degree. Indeed,
Remark 6.2. We have degS =max
{
0,⌈rdegS⌉
}
, where ⌈·⌉ is the ceiling function.
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One can alternatively write
rdegS f = inf
{
da
b
: ∃g∈R[X],d=degg
|f (x)|b
|g(x)|a
is bounded on S outside some compact
}
and when S admits Curve Selection Lemma at infinity then
rdegS f = sup
{
deg(f ◦γ)
deg‖γ‖
| γ : [0,∞)→ S, lim
t→∞
‖γ‖ =∞ and γ is Laurent−Puiseux
}
,
where by Laurent-Puiseux we mean a Laurent-Puiseux parametrization of an un-
bounded arc.
Let us remark that since polynomials are meromorphic at infinity, the (rational) relative
degree function does not need to attain a minimum as in Example 6.3 below.
Example 6.3. Let S = {(x,y) ∈R2 : |xuyw| ≤ 1,y ≥ 1}withw,u ∈N. Then for any polynomial
f ∈R[X] independent of variable Y , we have
rdegS f = −
w
u
ordf .
Indeed, it is easy to observe that on S we have |y|  ‖(x,y)‖ on S and |f | . |y|−
w
u ordf . On the
other hand, γ(t) = ( 1tw , t
u ), t >> 1, lies in S. We have deg(f ◦ γ) = −w · ordf and degγ = u.
Hence the assertion follows.
6.2. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 by inversion. Note that the inversion in this sub-
section can be seen as a one-point compactification of punctured disc at infinity and
imposing an appropriate metric, thus multiplicity and degree are essentially the same
object. The degree of a polynomial, measure of its growth nearby ∞, can be read from
the multiplicity at the point∞. Therefore Theorems 1 and 2 are a direct consequence of
Theorems 6.7 and 6.8 respectively, taking into account Remark 6.2.
Let us write f ∈ R[X] as a sum of homogeneous polynomials f = hd + · · · + h0, where
deg f = d, deghi = i and hi are forms.
Denote the inversion ι(x) := x
‖x‖2
on Rn \ {0}. Then
ι∗f (x) =
1
‖x‖2d
(
hd + ‖x‖
2hd−1 + · · ·+ ‖x‖
2dh0
)
.
Let us denote
I(f ) := ‖x‖2deg f ι∗f = hd + ‖x‖
2hd−1 + · · ·+ ‖x‖
2dh0.
Proposition 6.4 (Duality of multiplicity and degree). Let S ⊂ Rn be semialgebraic, take
polynomial f ∈R[X] of degree d. We have
rdegS f = 2d −multι(S\{0})I(f ).
We leave proof of this Proposition to the reader.
Definition 6.5 (Testing Curves for relative degree). Let S be a set in Rn. Let (Γc)c∈U ,
U ⊂ Rm, be a family of semialgebraic curves such that
(1) there are l connected components γ c1, . . . ,γ
c
l of Γc for every c and each component is
parametrized as an arc
(2) for each i the family (γ ci )c is parametrized analytically by c
(3) for every polynomial f : Rn → R there exists a semialgebraic set Ξf ⊂ U nowhere
dense in Rm such that if c < Ξf , then
rdegS f =max
i
deg(f ◦γ ci )
We will call such a family (Γc) the family of testing curves whenever m < n.
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Shortly, we call a family of curves {Γc} testing curves for relative degree with respect to S
if for every polynomial f we have
rdegS f = degΓc f for generic c
and the family is analytically parametrized by c ∈Rm, where m < n.
Note that genericity in the 3rd point of the definition has to depend on f . Precisely, for
each f the set of parameters c ∈ U ⊂ Rm such that the above equality does not hold is
a globally analytic nowhere dense subset of Rm but its precise form depends on f . On
the other hand, for a given parameter c, the set of polynomials of degree d such that the
above inequality does not hold is nowhere dense in Rd [X].
Theorem 6.6 (Existence of polynomial Testing Curves). For every semialgebraic set S ⊂
Rn fat at ∞ there exists an analytically parametrized family of semialgebraic testing curves
for rational degree with respect to the set S.
Precisely, there exist integer numbers q,ordΓ,degΓ and testing curves of Definition 6.5 with
point (1) of the definition replaced by
(1’) there are l connected components γ c1, . . . ,γ
c
l of Γc for every c ∈ U such that each com-
ponent is parametrized by a finite Laurent-Puiseux series
γ cj (t) =
degΓ∑
i=ordΓ
−→̺
j,i (c)t
i/q ,
where −→̺j,i :U → Rn are real analytic, t >> 1.
Proof: Use inversion of Section 6.2 and apply Property 6.4 to Theorem 4.4. Normalize
resulting testing curves, so that their degree is 1. 
Theorem 6.7 (Discrete family of Testing Curves). Let S be a semialgebraic subset of Rn
fat at 0. For any number d there exists a semialgebraic curve Γd with l(d) branches at ∞
parametrized by Laurent-Puiseux finite series γ1, . . . ,γl(d) such that
rdegS f = max
i=1,...,l
deg(f ◦γi )
for every f ∈R[X], deg f = d. Moreover,
l(d) ≤ d ·
(
n+ d
d
)
·N (S),
where N (S) depends only on S.
Proof: Use inversion of Section 6.2 and apply Property 6.4 to Theorem 4.8. Normalize
parametrizations, so that their degree is 1. 
Degree with respect to an arc Γ can be seen as the degree of the univariate Laurent-
Puiseux series f ◦ Γ, where by abuse of notation Γ is the parametrization of the arc.
Calculation of deg(f ◦ Γ) is just symbolic.
Theorem 6.8 (Stability of degree for mappings). Consider two polynomial mappings
f ,g : Rn → Rm. For t ∈Rm put
St := {f1 + t1g1 > 0, . . . , fm + tmgm > 0}.
There exists a nowhere dense semialgebraic set Vf ,g ⊂ Rm such that
rdegSt ≡ rdegSs
provided s, t lie in the same connected component of Rm \ Vf ,g .
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Proof: Use inversion of Section 6.2, apply Property 6.4 to Theorem 5.8. 
Example 6.9. Let us compute curves testing degree with respect to the set
S := {x ∈R2 | − 1 ≤ xy + y2 ≤ 1}
fat at∞. After inversion it can be written in the form
ι(S) =
{
(xy + y2)2 ≤ (x2 + y2)4
}
and is fat at 0. Let f = (xy+y2)2−(x2+y2)4 and X = {f = 0}. One can check that after blow-up
of zero the strict transform of X intersects the zero divisor at two points with multiplicity 2.
Both points have to be blown-up twice so that the strict transform X intersects the zero divisor
transversally.
Denote β(x,y) = (x,xy) and l(x,y) = (x,y −1). Curves testing multiplicity with respect to ι(S)
can be taken as β ◦β ◦β(t,yt) = (t, t3y) and β ◦ l ◦β ◦β(t,yt) = (t, t(t2y −1)) for 0 < t < 1 and
real parameter y.
Hence curves testing degree along S can be chosen as union of branches
(8)
(t,
y
t )
1 +
y2
t4
and
(t,−t +
y
t )
1 +
y2
t4
for t >> 1 and parameter y ∈R.
Note that using methods of [Mic13], which are pertinent in 2-dimensional case, one can nat-
urally reduce the number of branches by choosing testing curve to be curves given by one
equation xy+y2 = c with c ∈R (which is essentially the second branch in presentation 8 when
y >> 1 and first branch when |y| << 1).
6.3. Filtration with respect to relative degree. All properties and theorems of this sec-
tion can be given also in terms of multiplicity, accordingly changing rdegS to multS and
assumption that S be fat at∞ to fatness at 0.
Property 6.10. Let S be a semialgebraic subset of Rn fat at∞.
(1) The relative degree function rdegS takes values on R[X] in a discrete set 1/wZ with
some w = w(S) ∈N.
(2) The set rdegS (Rd [X]) is finite for every d.
Proof: Since the number of components of the zero divisor E is finite, by Proposition 3.2
there exists w ∈ N such that rdegS f ∈ 1/wZ for all f ∈ R[X]. Hence (1) holds. Proof
of (2) follows from rationality of testing curves, see Theorem 4.4. 
Let
Bq(S) = {f ∈R[X] : rdegS f ≤ q}
be the module of polynomials with relative degree not greater than q. Note that Prop-
erty 6.10 point (3) does not mean that the module Bq(S) is of finite type. It can be seen in
example S = {|xy| ≤ 1}, where B0(S) = R[XY ], hence B0(S) contains polynomials of any
degree. On the other hand, we can consider Rd [X] as the
(d+n
d
)
dimensional affine space
and obtain the following.
Property 6.11. Let S ⊂ Rn be a fat semialgebraic set. The set Rd [X] ∩ Bq(S) is a linear
subspace of Rd [X] and
Rd [X] =
K⋃
i=k
{f ∈Rd [X] : w · rdegS f = i}
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for some K,w,k ∈Z.
Proof follows immediately from Property 6.10. Note that in particular above shows that,
unsurprisingly, for fixed S a generic polynomial of degree d attains its degree on the set.
Moreover, this gives a very strong quantifier elimination for the problem of relative
multiplicities.
Example 6.12. Let S = {0 ≤ xy − y ≤ 1}. Then testing curves for degree can be chosen as
branches of γc = {xy − y = c} at ∞. Let us describe relative degree grading on R2[X,Y ] =
(a0,a10,a01,a20,a11,a02). Put D(d) = {f ∈R2[X,Y ] : rdegS f ≤ d}. We have
D(1) = {a20 = a02 = 0}, D(0) =D(1)∩ {a10 = 0,a01 + a11 = 0}, D(−1) = {0}.
For instance xy is of degree 1 on S and any power of xy −y is of degree 0 on S. Obviously, the
grading does not depend on choice of testing curves.
6.4. Remarks. Now let us present a basic closed version of Theorem 6.8.
Theorem 6.13. Let f = (f1, . . . , fm) : Rn → Rm be a polynomial mapping. Set
St = {f1 ≥ t1, . . . , fm ≥ tm}.
There exists a nowhere dense semialgebraic set Vf ⊂ Rm such that for any two t, s in the same
connected component of Rm \ Vf we have
rdegSt ≡ rdegSs .
Proof: Consider p =∞ and take the set B∞f of Proposition 5.5 and Vf ,1 for Int(St ) from
Theorem 6.8. If f : U → Rm, U ⊂ Rn, is polynomial, then Biff is a subset of a proper
algebraic set, see for instance [Ver76]. Since Bif∞f ⊂ Biff and Vf ,1 is nowhere dense due
to Theorem 6.8, then Vf := B
∞
f ∪ Vf ,1 is a nowhere dense set. Moreover, for any t, s in
the same connected component of Rm \ Vf there exists a compact K such that St \K and
Ss \K are fat. By Property 1.3 and Theorem 6.8 we get
rdegSt ≡ rdegIntSt ≡ rdegIntSs ≡ rdegSs .
This ends the proof. 
Remark that the above Theorem 6.13 generalizes a result of [KMS14]. But in [KMS14] for
principal semialgebraic subsets of the real plane, i.e. n = 2 andm = 1, it was additionally
shown that
Vf ⊂ Bif∞f .
It would be interesting to establish this relation for n > 2. Checking if rdegSt = rdegSs
involves only countably many polynomials in one variable due to reduction of dimen-
sion in Theorem 6.7, or countably many linear equations, see Proposition 6.11, hence it
is relatively easy. If indeed Vf ⊂ Bif∞f for n > 2 was true, then any generalized critical
value at which the relative degree function changes would be necessarily a bifurcation
value at infinity.
Note that in Example 6.14 below we show that unfortunately the instability values Vf
can be a proper subset of bifurcation values at infinity.
Example 6.14. Let Vf be the smallest set such that claim of Theorem 6.13 holds. Let B =
x(xy − 1) be the Broughton polynomial, a > 0 and
f (x,y) := (B(x,y)− a)2.
Put St = {f ≥ t}. Then Vf = {0}  Bif∞f = {0,a2} as the link of St at infinity changes at t = a2.
To show the statement, one can use explicit methods of [Mic13] to show testing curves for St ,
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t > 0, are {x2y = c,y ≥ 1}c∈R and {x2y − x = c,x ≥ 1}c∈R. They do not depend on t > 0, in
particular relative degree does not change near a2.
Proposition 6.15. Fix two polynomials f ,g and set S≥t := {f +tg ≥ 0}, t ∈R. Then the family
of functions {rdegSt }t∈R is finite.
Proof: Using inversion it is sufficient to prove the following:
Let S≥t := {f + tg ≥ 0}, t ∈R. Then the family of functions {multSt }t∈R is finite.
As before, denote X = {f g(f − g) = 0}. Fix G as in Lemma 5.9 for St . Note that (St )∞ =
(S≥t )∞. Hence S
≥
t intersects E quasi-openly if and only if St intersects E quasi-openly.
Moreover, for every t, s in the same connected component of G we have E(S≥t ) = E(S
≥
s ).
Note that
S≥t ∩X =

{f = 0,g ≤ 0} ∪ {f ≥ 0,g = 0} ∪ {f = g,f ≤ 0} for t < 0
{f = 0,g ≥ 0} ∪ {f ≥ 0,g = 0} ∪ {f = g,f ≤ 0} for t ∈ (0,1)
{f = 0,g ≥ 0} ∪ {f ≥ 0,g = 0} ∪ {f = g,f ≥ 0} for t > 1
Take the finite set V := {0,1} ∪ (R \ G) = {t1 < · · · < tN }. Set t0 = −∞, tN+1 = +∞. By
Corollary 3.3 for every t, s ∈ (ti , ti+1) we have
multS≥t
=multS≥s .
Hence there are at most 2#V +1 functions that are equal to a multiplicity relative to S≥t .
(Alternatively, one can replace this simple proof by following proof of Theorem 4.2 and
showing that (S≥t )F is either constant for t > 0, or {i : (S
≥
t )F ∩Hi , ∅} = E(S
≥
t )). 
Of course, we cannot expect the set S≥t of Proposition 6.15 above to be fat at 0 for
generic t ∈ R. Indeed, for instance if f = hf ′ ,g = hg ′ with −h,f ′ ,g ′ ≥ 0 on Rn, then
for any t > 0 we have {f + tg ≥ 0} = {h = 0}. Let us illustrate this with an example.
Example 6.16. Let St = {x2 − y2 ≤ t(xy)2}. For t < 0 relative degree rdegSt is the degree with
respect to variable Y whereas rdegSt is the standard degree for t ≥ 0.
Note that from Theorem 6.8 we get immediately
Corollary 6.17. Under assumptions and notations of Theorem 6.8, there exists an open dense
set G of the parameter space Rm and a finite collection of functions rdegi : R[X] → Q, i =
1 . . . ,q, such that for every t ∈ G exists i such that
rdegSt ≡ rdegi .
This corollary raises a question whether there exists a stratification of the whole parame-
ter space such that multiplicity is constant on strata. Let us look at following degenerate
example.
Example 6.18. Consider St1,t2 = {f ≥ t1, f ≤ t2}. On the line {t1 = t2} ⊂ R
2 we have
∀t,s multSt,t ,multSs,s .
Indeed,multSt,t (f − t) =∞ ,multSs,s (f − t).
Hence in case of sets described by two and more inequalities, there may be moduli of
relative degree.
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